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500 HOUR TESTS OF THE T5 ION THRUSTER
WITH DUAL AND TRIPLE GRID EXTRACTION SYSTEMS
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Abstract Space Systems) to develop first the breadboard, and then the
flight models of the Propellant Supply and Monitoring

As part of the life and reliability testing of the Equipment (PSME) and the Power Conditioning and Control
TS thruster for the UK-10 Ion Propulsion System, two Equipment (PCCE). Plans were set in motion for extended
test programmes have been carried out at AEA Technol- testing at Culham of a flight quality T5 thruster with the
ogy Culham Laboratory, each consisting of two 500 hour PSME and PCCE.
duration cyclic tests at 10, 18 and 25 mN thrust levels.
The first utilised a standard T5 2-grid set, as tested in At this time, the opportunity arose to fly an ion
previous programmes, and the second a 3-grid set with an thruster system on the European Space Agency programme
outer deceleration grid biased to the ground plane. The ARTEMIS, the Advanced Relay Technology Mission,
aim of the test programme was to demonstrate the long formerly known as SAT-2. Simultaneously, a request for a
term operability of the system, and additionally to proposal to investigate ion propulsion for use in communica-
measure ion beam characteristics, sputter deposition and tions satellites was put forward by Intelsat. Thus require-
electromagnetic compatibility in the vicinity of the ments for lifetesting T5 thrusters arose; firstly, a 2-grid
thruster. In the present paper the test set-up, procedures, version to demonstrate conformance with the ARTEMIS
and diagnostics used are described. A selection of the lifetime reliability requirements funded by the BNSC, and
results recorded are discussed and analysed, and interpre- a 3-grid version, for better ion optics and erosion charac-
tation of the results as they relate to thruster lifetime teristics, under Intelsat funding. Furthermore, at the start of
issues is considered, including comparison of the 2- and the programme, changes in satellite operations meant that an
3-grid configurations. increased thrust level was demanded of electric propulsion

systems, and thus a nominal 25 mN thrust from a beam
1. Introduction potential of 1100 V was decided upon, giving a standard I,

of 3200 seconds.
The T5 Kaufman-type electron bombardment ion

thruster is the latest in the line of "T" series thrusters For each test, at least 500 hours of operation has
originally developed by the Defence Research Agency been carried out for the thrusters in a dedicated facility at
(DRA) of Farnborough - formerly the Royal Aerospace the Space Applications Department at Culham Laboratory,
Establishment (RAE) - and AEA Technology of Culham and whilst operation has been mainly at 25 mN, testing has
Laboratory. From the original T4A design running at also been carried out at 10 and 18 mN. Testing periods
10 mN on mercury propellant, successfully tested during were cast into three hour cycles, with an hour for thruster
the 1960s and 1970s, concerns about the environmental cooling between each cycle. The 2-grid test began in
impact of possible deposition of mercury on spacecraft February and ended in June of 1992, and the 3-grid test
surfaces prompted a change to xenon propellant in the began in September and ended in December of the same
mid- eighties. Some simplification of the system was year.
achieved by removal of the power supplies required to
vapourise the mercury, but the propellant management Specific attention was required for a number of
system for xenon introduced added complexity. Work at issues. Firstly, measurement was to be made of the thrust
Culham demonstrated that the TS could operate in a vector and the inherent errors calculated, for pointing and
stable manner at thrust levels above 50 mN'. control studies. Secondly, the erosion characteristics of the

thruster were to be quantified, both for contamination and
A programme was thus established at Matra operational life-time studies. Finally, the emitted electro-

Marconi Space UK Ltd of Portsmouth (formerly Marconi magnetic noise from the thruster was to be characterised
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across the frequencies 150 kHz to 40 GHz, to investigate total possible pumping speed for Xe was 14000 1 sec'. The

possible regions of communications interference. The liquid nitrogen shields were always used, to reduce loading

present paper describes the lifetest facility and equipment of the cold heads with volatile species, particularly water

used in the testing, together with the diagnostic control vapour. The cryopumps were periodically regenerated by

and data acquisition systems. Details of thruster operation being left to warm up to room temperature, usually over-

and lifetest parameters are given, for both the 2- and 3- night, thus dumping the accumulated gas back into the

grid thruster configurations. Some comments are made on facility and away through the auxiliary pumping system.

the stability of the thrust vector for the two configur-

ations. Discussion of thruster erosion and sputter data, The smaller chamber, a cylinder 1.25 m diameter

and radiated emissions from the thruster are given in by 1.7 m long, had cooling channels and held a V-shaped

companion papers . aluminium beam target, which could also be water-cooled.

The target had a small hole to allow a laser beam to be

2. Lifetest Facility and Eauioment shined through to a semi-silvered mirror covering a

photodiode for alignment procedures. The orientation of the

2.1 The Facility mirror with respect to the thruster reference axis was

carefully pre-measured. After installation into the facility,

The T5 Lifetests were carried out in a dedicated the reading from the photodiode indicated when the laser

cryopumped facility at Culham, consisting of two con- beam was incident on the mirror, and then the thruster was

nected chambers, as shown in Figure 1. The main vessel, oriented until the beam was returned as near as possible

1.5 m wide by 2.5 m square, housed the thruster and along its own light path.

mounting frame, the static diagnostics and their supports,

and the 3-D probing diagnostic carriage. There were two 2.2 Euipment

liquid nitrogen shielded, liquid helium cryopumps, and a

pair of regeneratively cooled Gifford-McMahon cycle The lifetest used laboratory power supplies. The

cold heads, which were installed to reduce running costs racks were multiply fused and the system and personnel

against a non-regenerative helium cooling system. The were protected by a set of interlocks. Also, a pressure

vacuum was obtained by a 1500 1 sec" turbomolecular switch was included, which would shut down the thruster if
pump backed by a 670 1 min' rotary pump, with a 4000 unacceptable facility pressures occurred. The PSME utilised
1 min' rotary pump for roughing. An automatic controller fixed mark/space valves with flow smoothing by plena and
system was established, specifically designed to minimise orifices downstream of the valves; the unit was maintained
the impact of failures of vacuum integrity, at 30*C by a thermally controlled water flow, which also

maintained temperature stability for the diagnostic systems.

2.3 The TS Thruster

- A fully comprehensive description of the thruster

S.....--and its operation may be found in Fearn3.

_. 3. Dianostics

il i IAs part of the lifetest quantification, a comprehen-

- - - -. sive range of diagnostics were available.

3.1 Passive Sputter Monitors

Fig. 1. The T5 Lifetest Facility

A number of small plates of silica glass were

The two cold heads had a calculated pumping placed at known distances and facing towards the thruster at

speed of 7000 1 sec"' of Xe each, and in combination the known angles below and on either side of the beam path.
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They were carefully weighed at the beginning and end of beam power, that could otherwise have destroyed the units.
each lifetest, and the total mass of matter deposited on
them analyzed by electron beam spectra. Other diagnostic equipment included a network of

thermocouples across the thruster, for temperature charac-
3.2 Solar Cells teristic monitoring. The temperature data was not included

with the automatic data acquisition system, but obtained
In a similar manner to the passive sputter manually with the other thruster parameters.

monitors above, a number of solar cells were used for
timedependent sputter deposition measurement. The cells 4. Diarnostic Control and Data Acauisition
were protected by glass cover slips, and access to the
light entering from two tungsten filament lamps external The diagnostic control and Data Acquisition System
to the facility and incorporating dichroic reflectors (DAS) was entirely controlled from an IBM compatible
diminished as the glass slips collected material. The computer fitted with two stepper motor controller boards
process of obscuration could be tracked by measuring the (with optically isolated outputs) and a data interface unit
current-voltage characteristics of the cells, comprising 16 channels of 12 bit analogue-to-digital con-

verted data, two 12-bit digital to analogue outputs, and 24
3.3 Ouartz Crystal Microbalance (OCM) digital input/output channels, all with "local" signal condi-

tioning units. A proprietary control program was written for
The QCM provided a means of determining the fully flexible automatic control of the diagnostics and

deposition rate as a function of time. It was placed at one acquisition of data. Using a macro language, data could be
of the positions in the solar cell and passive monitor rack, compiled in any manner required, allowing for accom-
and measured mass by comparing the resonant frequency modation of "unexpected" data cycles simply by writing a
of an exposed crystal to a shielded one in good thermal new batch file. A manual mode also existed for probe
contact. The signals were combined to give a beat fre- positioning, with graphical displays of the probe's position
quency, and this was used to give a linear signal of within the facility.
100 mV mg-'.

4.1 Solar Cell Data
3.4 Three-Axis Probe

The DAS collected open circuit voltage, short
A probe carriage was provided, utilising tracks circuit current and maximum power output. The data was

in the side of the main vessel parallel to the thrust taken before the start of every cycle except those specifi-
direction. A mid-beam moved on these tracks, carrying cally set aside for beam probing manoeuvres.
the central strut. The central strut in turn carried the
beam analysis equipment, with shielding against the full 4.2 OCM Data
force of the beam. Stepper motors and gearing gave a
position resolution of 0.1 mm, and each axis had optical The parameters of interest here were the accumu-
detector limits defining the safe regions of movement for lated mass, deposition rate and temperature. QCM data was
the carriage and the "Home" position, below and behind taken once every twenty seconds during cycles, except those
the thruster, away from direct ion bombardment. where beam probing manoeuvres were taking place, since

the presence of the probe in the thruster plume could have
The beam analysis equipment provided a means - caused anomalous mass deposition readings.

of creating two-dimensional beam current density plots
and ion species analysis. It took the form of a Faraday 4.3 Beam Probin
cup for measurement of current density and a Time of
Flight species analyzer for determination of the propor- The main mode of probe operation was sequences
tion of doubly-charged xenon ions. A thermally and of single moves followed by current measurement, and then
electrically isolated plate with apertures was used to movement to the next data position, and so on. In this way
protect the analysis equipment from the majority of the a two-dimensional net of data points could be created of any
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size, allowing the whole beam to beam analysed even as Table 1: 25 mN Thruster ODerational Parameters
it diverged at increasing axial distances from the thruster.

The 12-bit resolution of the ADC allowed current den- Parameter and Units Nominal value
sities to be measured to 2.5 pA cm "2.

Beam Current, mA 457 ± 5

Three-dimensional beam-probing was carried out Anode Current, A 2.65 ± 0.05
for three particular purposes. Firstly, characterisation of
the two-dimensional beam density profile was made at Cathode Keeper Current, A 1.00 ± 0.05

increasing axial distances from the thruster, to provide Magnet Current, mA 200, 250 max.
representation of the ion flow leaving the thruster, and Neutraliser Keeper Current, mA 660 ± 10
the centre of the beam by moments-style calculations. In
this way the beam vector, the focal point and the stream- Accel Grid Current, mA 2.0, 2.5 max

line calculations could be determined, giving beam Beam Voltage, V 1100 ± 20
divergence for the 95% enclosure streamline.

Discharge Voltage, V 40 ± 5

Secondly, two-dimensional beam profiles were Keeper Voltage, V 13.0 ± 3.0
taken at intervals across the course of a cycle (more

Magnet Voltage, V 25.0 + 0.5
frequently in the 3-grid test due to improved probe

control) at the same axial distance, to determine the Neutraliser Keeper Voltage, V 20.0 ± 1.0
variation in the pointing of the beam vector over time. Accel Grid Voltage, V -350 ± 10

Thirdly, Time of Flight analysis was carried out Main Line Gas Flow, mg sec' 0.625

to determine the ratio between Xe 2* and Xe*. The Time Cathode Line Gas Flow, mg sec" 0.110
of Flight analyzer used a Digital Signal Adapter and an

Neutraliser Gas Flow, mg sec' 0.036
RS232 interface to the data acquisition system. The time
resolution was effectively 0.05 nanoseconds per point.
Further details concerning the operation of the beam from 6 x 104 to 1.5 x 10s torr. Increases in background

probe and Time of Flight are given in Harvey .  pressure lead to enhanced charge-exchange near ihe accel
grid, increasing accel current and ion bombardment erosion.

Data files were stored in a standard format,
allowing for the development of proprietary analysis Between the 2- and 3-grid lifetests, the thruster was

routines linked with commercial graphics applications. All cleaned and reweighed, and the cathode unit replaced due to

the data presented here has been analysed in this manner, heater failure. Since there had been extensive internal
erosion of the anode and pole-piece regions, the anode

5. Thruster Operation voltage was lowered for the 3-grid test at the expense of 5 %
of utilisation efficiency. At some points in the 2-grid test,

5.1 Lifetest Parameters the anode voltage had reached 50 V due to problems with
gas flows from the PSME, but the magnet current was

The thruster parameters were subdivided accord- controlled in the 3-grid test to limit the anode current to 38

ing to type, either as set parameters defining the thruster ± 1 V and give a target utilisation efficiency of 80%,
operation, or as recorded parameters during operation. whereas in the 2-grid test parameters were varied to keep

Table 1 shows the typical values of the parameters for the the propellant utilisation running at 85%, with no specific

2-grid lifetest, for 25 mN operation. The performance control on anode voltage. The decel grid was biased at

point was chosen to be close to the optimum point defined thruster earth potential, although later work showed the

during earlier acceptance tests (27 mN thrust and 90% beneficial effects of applying a negative potential to the

propellant utilisation efficiency), but at a slightly lower decel grid as well and biasing the accel grid at a less

thrust level and utilisation. The background pressure was negative potential.

acceptable at most cycles during the lifetests, ranging
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During both lifetests the thruster was operated
manually with laboratory-type power supplies, and thus "w V 'e-" *" . c.t/c CEr.C. C.
the stringency on parameter control was relaxed. The _ ____

<00 I --- * --- * --- ' '
beam current, defined as the overall controlling parame- I _ _

ter, was kept within a range of : 5 mA by (for the most _ - .-"_' ___ eo
part) control of the magnet current alone. It is expected o I
that with the use of dedicated PCCE equipment, the I
control should be much tighter. Experimental reproduc- - -
ibility was controlled in part by the use of a documented i . --- o
Experimental Test Procedure, in which all steps for the " ' -

lifetest were detailed. In the absence of a fully automated ' -

data system, thruster parameters were recorded by hand Fig. 2. Ion Production Cost and Gas Efficiency
and entered into a parameter database, where further for the 2-grid Lifetest
mathematical analysis could be performed. The QCM
data acquisition cycle number was partly used as "'- -

V1.aeio, of &Mft/K..o. Voi 0,,
synchronisation, since QCM cycles repeat at 20 second I o 

_
n  /

_ I I',l ,
intervals. The start of a cycle, after gas flows were SD - .

stabilised and the thruster had cooled down to a sufficient . . .--
level, was defined as the point where beam current and 0, a' . .
stability were within the pre-defined limits. Then data . !
was recorded every two minutes for the first ten minutes
of the test cycle for data resolution across the warming-up i 
period, and every ten minutes thereafter to the end of the W m . o s

0itrllen e;l i** rclu

cycle. .

5.2 Thruster Performance in the 2-Grid Lifetest Fig. 3. Anode and Keeper Voltages
for the 2-grid Lifetest

Figure 2 shows the long-term time-varying ion
production cost in Watts per Amp and the propellant -.. ..s --
utilisation efficiency for the 2-grid lifetest. The utilisation V'" u of %pr., Pa

r.,m,.,

is very steady throughout the test period at 85%, but
although the ion production cost settles to some '
250 W A-' it is erratic for the first 120 hours of the test, ' - ' '-
variously caused by personnel unfamiliarity with thruster '
manual operations, a leak in the PSME giving low1
propellant flows and a non-optimum ratio between main :

Sand cathode flows, 85:15. The ratio was changed to ', 4 O
Sr- ln * LMilt (Ml)

88:12, giving steadier operation and much more repro- _.. _.
ducible data. ' .. ...... .--.

Fig. 4. Magnet Parameter Variation
Figure 3 shows the temporal variation of the for the 2-grid Lifetest

anode and keeper voltages. Again, the parameters are
erratic at the start of the test - low propellant flow in the the control loop, it nevertheless remains fairly consistent
cathode requires a high anode voltage to obtain the within a range 160 to 180 mA.
requisite beam current and utilisation. It can also be seen
that there is a long-term decline in anode voltage. Figure A representative surface plot of the beam profile is
4 shows the magnet current and voltage variation, and shown in Figure 5, with its equivalent contour plot. The
although the current was expected to vary more as part of streamline calculations from a number of these plots, shown

5
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in Figure 6, found the beam divergence (95 % streamline) Finally, Time of Flight data indicated that 6.7 % of

to be 17', and the beam focal point (where the 95% the ions at 1 m from the thruster were doubly charged,

streamlines converged) to be 15 ± 2 cm from the front increasing to an estimated 11 to 14% at the thruster.

face of the thruster

SSurface Plot 5.3 Thruster Performance in the 3-Grid Lifetest

, Figure 7 shows the ion production cost and propel-
lant utilisation history across the lifetest. The apparent

Serratic behaviour at 50 to 100 hours of operation is actually

! the effect of 10 and 18 mN operation. All other operation

- - is 25 mN and generally stable at 230 W A' ion production
-" -S . cost, and 80% propellant utilisation efficiency. The anode

-l - and keeper voltages shown in Figure 8 are similarly stable
Axial Dimace I W an
Tot Come td Cunm r 425.71 .A for 25 mN operation, the erosion-limit of 40 V being
wam.um Cormet d Curom DMaty 0.4~. 3 A cr'.
Mu..ud ( o 0M. 4.02) exceeded only a few times during 10 mN operation. Again,

Contour Plot a small, long-term decline is seen in the keeper voltages.

* . . .v u C.u .w . .A .

i . ., ....... - I i
V /

Horizontal Distanc (cm)

Fig. 5. Surface and Contour Beam Plots Fig. 7. Ion Production Cost and Gas Efficiency
for the 2-grid Lifetest for the 3-grid Lifetest

Streamline Calculation -. .

, ; IC

. I i_ . I I i _'

! . 1 -I I

S , Fig. 8. Anode and Keeper Voltages

_ for the 3-grid Lifetest
0 10 0 0 X <0 60 0 o0 100 110 120 DO 140

Axial Distance (cm)
. - ,. W- The representational two-dimensional surface plot

Fig. 6. Streamline Calculations of current density in Figure 9 shows a more tightly focused

for the 2-grid Lifetest beam than in the 2-grid test. Streamline calculations from

6
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VMtW Sir4btL M fat Lntage
Ion Beam Data - Cycle 37 (A .D... M -. Ion Bn Stirmnme CIcnbon (Cycy- 37)

Tol Cw'uea Cwnur m 2 12 mA
MaUa Car.mM C.rm Omayl * 710aS ,A awr I
Muesaa at I -0.303. -0.4H
(v I eam 0MW Peaio1477ll I

tam *j •

-"" I - I
;  

• 3

"" ..- " -... ".. --" 7-- -- U* I *

. Fig. 10. Streamline Calculations

. * .- " for the 3-grid Lifetest
| r . : -'-- -

. grid scan performed. This was repeated at set intervals
i: through the cycle, resulting in a series of plots of the time

:j variation shape of the beam. Since each point on the plot
S. - had current magnitude and positional data it could be treated

.. ,. * , . •. ., i , . , , a . «, a as a vector, and a simplified moments analysis could be
used to determine the intensity centre of the plot. Extrapola-

Fig. 9. Surface and Contour Beam Plots tion back to the focal point of the beam, calculated in
for the 3-grid Lifetest previous probing cycles, defined the thrust vector. Figures

11 and 12 show examples of the two-dimensional type of
successive plots during one cycle are shown in Figure 10, plot, in which temporal data may only be inferred by the
yielding a divergence angle of approximately 9° and a sequence of the arrows moving from point to point. In the
focal distance of approximately -0.98 cm, i.e. inside the 2-grid test the time interval was 10 minutes, allowing for a
thruster tself. However, subsequent plot-sequences at 25 long cooling time to avoid thermal expansion of the probe
mN yielded a 95% streamline angle of approximately carriage andjamming problems. In the 3-grid test, improved
12", and a large variation in focal point of 0.81 to 6.3 carriage mechanics and control allowed faster operation, and
cm. Since each focal point was calculated in exactly the less time needed to be spent in the beam. Thus a shorter
same way, the variation is thought to be due to the data cooling time was required and more data points could be
sets themselves, obtained, with an interval between each plot of 4 minutes.

Figures 13 and 14 show examples of the dual plots of
Finally, the Time of Flight data taken during the horizontal and vertical motion versus time for each lifetest,

3-grid lifetest suffered from a number of integrity prob- more clearly indicating the movements.
lems, but from valid data an average of 4.7% Xe* ion
were found in the 100 to 120 cm region, slightly lower The thrust vector analyses show that the 3-grid
than the 2-grid case. This is thought to be significant, and movement is more random in nature but less contained than
possibly related to the lower anode voltage used. the 2-grid, which seemed to show an upward trend during

cycles. Both are restrained to a region 1 * square. The errors
5.4 Thrust Vector Stability on the thrust vector determination are mainly due to position

determination of the probe, 0.5 for the 2-grid test and 0.1
In order to determine the thrust vector, a probing (reflecting the greater control over position determination)

cycle was initiated in which the probe was moved 500 for the 3-grid. For long-term stability considerations, there
mm downstream of the thruster, and a two-dimensional appeared to be a slight upward drift in the 3-grid test, but

7
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S; :... . ... 5.6 Thruster Radiated Emissions

* _. _ "___iI- . . . .-, A full analysis of the extensive thruster radiated emissions
MnDWrM on M testing can be found in the companion paper of Reference

Fig. 12. Beam Vector Drift Path Number 4.
for the 3-grid Lifetest

6. Conclusions
this may be due to the thruster being disturbed in the
middle of the lifetest to remove a faulty thermocouple. This paper has described the equipment and method

used to perform lifetesting for 500 hours of operation of the
5.5 Thruster Erosion and Soutter Data T5 thruster, with both 2- and 3-grid configurations. Approx-

imately 66% of all lifetesting cycles proceeded without
A full analysis of thruster erosion and sputtering incident, and the majority of the remainder suffered only

can be found in the companion papers of Reference minor problems, although the 3-grid configuration appeared
numbers 2 and 3. more susceptible to inter-grid shorts. This is thought to be
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entirely due to facility effects associated with the system References
being opened to air, and should be greatly reduced in the
space environment. 1. Martin, A.R., and P.M. Latham, High Thrust

Operation of the UK-10 Rare Gas on Thruster
The following results may be highlighted: (T4A), IEPC Paper No. 88-062, October 1988.

Operation of the thruster with xenon propellant 2. Martin, A.R., C.R. Banks, R.W. Eaton, P.
at a range of thrust levels (10 to 25 mN) was Hurford, W.E.F.L. Moulford and AJ. Pearce,
achieved in a stable and reproducible manner, at Erosion Measurements for Two- and Three-Grid
a power to thrust ratio of 25 W mN-', which is Ion Thruster Extraction Systems, IEPC Paper No.
encouraging when compared to other thrust sys- 93-171, September 1993.
tems. Three-grid ion optics considerably
improved the coherence of the beam, and oper- 3. Fearn, D.G., Ion Thruster Lifetime Limitations
ation at lower anode voltages reduced erosion of Imposed by Sputtering Processes, IEPC Paper No.
internal components and possibly also production 93-177, September 1993.
of doubly charged xenon ions.

4. Chandra, S., F. Mawdsley, R.D. Brown, S.D.
* The thrust vector and its drift have been Watson, A.K. Malik and D.G. Fearn, Measure-

measured to accuracies of ± 0.5' in the 2-grid ments of the electromagnetic emissions from the
test and ± 0.1I in the 3-grid test. The drift is T5 Ion Thruster, IEPC Paper No. 93-234, Septem-
contained in a 1* square, which is an encourag- ber 1993.
ing result for stability and use on the ARTEMIS

programme. 5. Harvey, M.S., and the Staff of the Space Applica-
tions Department, The Advanced Propulsion Space

* The deposition rates downstream of the 2-grid Test Facilities at AEA Technology, Culham Lab-
thruster exceeded the anticipated values, and oratory, IEPC Paper No. 91-153, October 1991.
may be unacceptable in terms of lifetime and
integration to the host space system. The 3-grid
thruster operational parameters reduce erosion
by a factor of 0.25, and further reductions are
possible through ion optics optimisation.

* Electromagnetic characterisation of the thruster
system shows that low frequency noise (below
20 MHz) exceeds ARTEMIS specifications, but
no communications traffic will use this region.

SAbove 20 MHz all emissions from the thruster
are below specifications, which is similarly
encouraging for use on ARTEMIS.
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